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1 Introduction

General-purpose graphic processing units (GP-GPUs) have become widely used as programmable accelerators for a wide range of application domains. Driven by ever-growing application demands, GPUs are increasingly deployed in multi-GPU and multi-chiplet module (MCM) configurations. Such systems have been proposed in research [9, 41, 45, 54] and industry roadmaps [5]. These types of systems inherently exhibit non-uniform memory accesses (NUMA) behavior and as such are prone to issues, such as exacerbated performance impact of uncoalesced accesses [4] or high performance and energy penalties for inter-module and off-chip accesses [27].

There are numerous prior works aimed at addressing access-dependent bottlenecks, including access-pattern-aware prefetching [30], cache management [31] and page allocation [21, 40, 42, 52]. However, all these solutions require knowledge about data/thread locality, which in turn depends on potentially data-dependent application access patterns that traditionally have to be learnt or predicted during kernel execution. Such online approaches inherently have runtime overhead. Furthermore, since they can only be applied after the kernel has been launched, their benefits are limited and additionally incur costs of applying optimizations at runtime. For instance, moving pages across modules in large systems incurs significant overhead due to resulting off-chip traffic and TLB shootdowns [40].

Enabling spatial locality-based optimizations with low overhead requires knowledge about the address ranges accessed by different threads before the accesses are made, i.e. ideally prior to kernel launch. Some solutions [15, 16, 22, 49] have provided language constructs to associate threads with data they access, but these require the programmer to learn new languages and rewrite the application. The work in [55] proposes extending commonly used languages to capture and leverage data/thread locality using tile semantics. However, it only supports static tiling that can not capture data-dependent access patterns while also requiring the programmer to determine and provide explicit tile dimensions, compute- and data-tile mappings and data sharing information.

In this paper, we propose TAFE, a framework for accurately estimating both static, data-independent and dynamic, data-dependent thread address footprints (TAFs) prior to thread and kernel execution. Data-dependent patterns require tracking of input data, which, if not carefully done, can result in overhead proportional to the input problem size. Our framework relies on a combination of easily-derivable code annotations to capture regular, static access patterns with dynamic tracking of input data dependencies. We propose both pure software as well as hardware-assisted mechanisms for lightweight dependency tracking with minimal overhead. We show that with this information, the relation between thread IDs and addresses accessed (the TAFs) can be accurately estimated prior to the
launch of a GPU kernel. TAFs enable the OS/runtime to derive the spatial sharing of data across threads/warps/threadblocks without explicit input from user. As a case study, we demonstrate that using this information, an OS/runtime can achieve better data/thread co-location in NUMA GPU systems. Such TAFs can in turn also be used for prefetching pages in unified, e.g. CUDA-managed memory systems, transformations of irregular (scatter/gather) patterns into regular remote memory accesses via local page caching and re-arrangement, or reducing coherency traffic [12, 55, 60].

We make the following specific contributions in this paper:

- We introduce the concept of thread address footprints (TAFs) and propose TAF relations as a compact representation for computing TAFs as a relation of thread IDs and input data dependencies.
- We propose low-overhead software mechanisms and hardware extensions to collect the information required for TAF estimation just-in-time before launch of a kernel.
- We evaluate the estimation accuracy and demonstrate the benefits of our TAFE framework using estimated TAFs for improved data/thread co-location across multiple NUMA GPU configurations.

The paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the concept of TAFs in Section 3. Our TAFE framework and optimizations are described in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 discusses evaluation, and the paper concludes with a discussion of the related work followed by summary in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.

2 TAFE Overview

An overview of TAFE is shown in Fig. 1. We focus on arrays as representation of arbitrary data structures contiguously laid out in virtual memory, which are the pre-dominant types of data structures in GPGPU applications. We distinguish between array accesses that are either: 1) Thread ID-dependent, where final array addresses are a function of the thread index only, or 2) Input data-dependent, where addresses accessed depend on both the thread ID and external input data passed into the thread by the host. The TAFs for the former can be derived from the coefficients of thread indices and offsets used to compute array indices. This information is readily available in the code and can be easily annotated (via static attributes). TAFE uses them to determine the exact addresses accessed by each thread and thereby any spatial sharing of data without needing the programmer to explicitly specify it.

For input-data-dependent accesses, the TAF is typically established through one or more levels of nested and indirect accesses, where an externally initialized primary array is accessed in a specific pattern, and the result is used to compute the index into secondary arrays. Obtaining the TAF for such accesses requires establishing the relationships between 1) the thread ID and the primary array index accessed, 2) the primary array index and the value stored in it, and 3) the primary array value and the secondary array address being accessed. The first and last can be obtained statically in the same way as for purely thread ID-dependent accesses. Tracking 2), however, can only be done dynamically. In order to know the primary array values before thread or kernel launch the primary array values must be known before the thread or kernel launches. We therefore track primary array values and relate primary indices to values stored in them during their initialization. Directly capturing this relationship is, however, infeasible. It would incur overhead that is proportional to size of the primary array itself. Our framework proposes mechanisms to capture data-dependent TAFs and their required information with low overhead. Once a primary array is initialized, TAFE uses the tracked primary array values along with the static information from 1) and 2) to compute the TAF for data-dependent accesses.

3 Thread Address Footprints

In order to capture data/thread locality, it is necessary to estimate the address footprint of different threads. In general, threads can access arrays with arbitrary levels of nesting as shown in Fig. 2. In the first level (level 0), thread IDs are used to determine the indices accessed in the first array. In each subsequent level, values stored in primary arrays are used to compute the indices into the next secondary array. At each level $l$, the indices accessed in different arrays can be captured and represented by relations $R_{ln} \subseteq \langle \text{values, index} \rangle$, $0 \leq n < N_l$ that map thread IDs or one or more primary array values to sets of secondary array indices. Each relation is specific to one secondary array, where every array can be accessed using one or more relation. Fig. 2 shows such relations $R_{ln}$, where $l$ is the nesting level and $n$ is relation ID within level $l$. The application-specific relations $R_{ln}$ determine the access patterns and can range from simple identity functions to arbitrary code. TAFs can be established by propagating thread IDs through relations across nesting levels.

In TAFE, we estimate the TAFs of all threads accessing the same data structure by capturing and successively evaluating individual relations throughout all nesting levels. If multiple relations are associated with an array, we assume that all relations contribute towards all nested accesses. In practice, for every thread and thread-block we find their mapping into sets of array indices and use that
3.1 Thread ID-Dependent Accesses

At first level \((l = 0)\), the relations \(R_{0,n}\) take thread IDs as input and define a mapping to array indices for each thread. TAFE natively supports capturing linear relations including iterative accesses within loop control structures of the following form:

\[
R_{0,n}(tid) = \{ m \cdot ID(tid) + c + i \cdot ofs \mid 0 \leq i < l \},
\]

where, \(R_{0,n}(tid)\) is the set of all indices accessed by thread ID \(tid\) for a given array, \(m\) is a coefficient vector, \(ID(tid)\) is a function that maps a global thread ID into multi-dimensional block and thread indices, \(c\) is a constant, \(l\) is the iteration count of the loop and \(ofs\) is the offset added to the index in each loop iteration. In the simplest case, the array index is computed as an affine function of the thread ID \((N\) and \(ofs\) are set to 0, i.e. each thread only accesses one array element). The above relation represents patterns where threadblocks access sections of an array separated by an offset iteratively as shown in Fig. 3. Such patterns are commonly seen in linear algebra, dynamic programming or sliding window applications [48].

3.2 Input Data-Dependent Accesses

Nested array accesses \((l > 0)\) use data stored in primary arrays to determine the secondary indices accessed. There can be one or more primary arrays supplying the input values. TAFE supports two common variants of nested relations \(R_{l,n}\):

- **Indirect** In this variant, the result of one memory access (primary access) is used to compute the address for the next memory access (secondary access). TAFE can natively capture patterns with single primary arrays of the form:
  \[
  R_{l,n}(r) = \{ m \cdot P[r] + c \}.
  \]

Here, \(P\) is the primary array, \(r\) is the primary array index, \(m\) is a coefficient, \(c\) is a constant, and \(R_{l,n}(r)\) maps indices of \(P\) into the set of secondary array indices indirectly accessed. Indices \(r\) are in turn determined by relations \(R_{l-1,n}\) attached to \(P\) in nesting level \(l-1\), going recursively back all the way to original thread IDs. This captures patterns like \(B[A[l]]\) (scatter/gather operations), where the value stored in array \(A\) is used to index into array \(B\) as shown in Fig. 4a. Such patterns can be seen in algorithms such as link-list traversals, hash search [25], radix sort [24] and COO format-based sparse matrix vector multiplication [20].

4 TAFE Framework

In this section, we explain our framework for estimation of TAFs in detail. In heterogeneous systems involving CPUs and GPUs, the host usually prepares (and/or initializes) data and then launches kernels across SMs. The required memory for data structures is usually dynamically allocated by the host. Our framework constructs the TAF relations for different data structures before their initialization and passes the information to the OS/runtime, which then use them to estimate TAFs and make optimization decisions before kernel launch. Thread ID-based patterns can be represented using few coefficients and can be statically evaluated to obtain the addresses accessed by threads. Data-dependent access patterns, by contrast require dynamic information (primary array values) to be estimated. Tracking primary arrays can incur overhead proportional to array size if not done carefully.

We use a simplified example derived from the Bfs benchmark in [17] to demonstrate the working of TAFE throughout this section. The example accesses data stored in CSR format, which is widely used to represent sparse matrices [3, 6] and graphs [7, 56]. A snippet
4.1 Static Code Annotations

TAFE provides APIs to collect static attributes about arrays from the application and store them in an access pattern directory (APD) within OS memory. API calls can be annotated in the host code by the programmer. Alternatively, profiling tools or static compiler analysis can also be used to identify simple patterns and collect the required attributes, e.g., obtaining coefficients, constant loop bounds or offsets. We use manual annotations in our evaluation for simplicity. Note that the programmer does not need to have any knowledge about the architecture of the system on which the application will be executed. Annotated TAFs and TAF relations represent application-specific but architecture-independent information. Therefore, the compiled code can be ported to different systems without further modifications.

API The complete list of TAFE APIs with their parameters is described in Table 1. The snippet of host code corresponding to the Bfs kernel launch with TAFE API calls is shown in Listing 1. The application allocates memory for arrays, initializes them and launches the kernel which operates on them. The annotated code required for TAFE is shown in bold. We first setup the kernel parameters for the application and store them in an access pattern directory (APD). This registers a thread ID-dependent TAF relation for an array with our framework. The arguments passed are stored within the APD entry. Base: array starting address, Size: array size, TID DEP: thread ID-dependent access pattern, T: element size, m: pattern coefficients, c: constant, e: loop offset, N: loop iteration count, Pri: Primary array.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>taf_paramSetup ( GridDim, BlockDim )</td>
<td>Passes the kernel launch parameters to the framework. The launch parameters passed are stored in the APD header. BlockDim, GridDim: block and grid dimensions of the application kernel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taf_register ( Base, size, TID DEP, T, m, e, ofs, N, Pri )</td>
<td>Registers a thread ID-dependent TAF relation for an array with our framework. The arguments passed are stored within the APD entry. Base: array starting address, Size: array size, TID DEP: thread ID-dependent access pattern, T: element size, m: pattern coefficients, c: constant, e: loop offset, N: loop iteration count, Pri: Primary array.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The example Bfs kernel code is shown in Fig. 5a. Array Nodes contains source offsets and is accessed in thread ID-dependent manner. Edges contains destination indices, which have data-dependent (indirect range) access patterns dependent on Nodes. Finally, the Cost array also exhibits data-dependent (indirect) access patterns, but in turn dependent on Edges. In the example in Fig. 5b, thread ID 0 accesses Nodes[0], Edges[0-1] and Cost[2-3].

4.2 TAFE API Usage

The TAFE framework maintains API-annotated information pertaining to individual access patterns and their TAF relations within APD entries. Fig. 6 shows the APD organization and fields within each entry are described in Table 2. The APD first stores kernel launch parameters (grid and threadblock size) to be
used as inputs to TAF relations. It further consists of multiple entries, where each entry is used to capture a specific access pattern of a data structure. If a data structure is accessed with multiple patterns, it can be registered multiple times for different patterns. The APD is stored in memory (where the APD start address, for example, is contained in the Process Control Block), such that it can be accessed during API calls. Each APD entry fits into one cacheline allowing for efficient access.

The populated APD table after array registration for the BFS example is shown in Fig. 7. In addition to the dimBlock and dimGrid dimensions stored in the header, the APD contains 3 entries, one for each array (Nodes, Edges, and Cost), which are populated with the information provided during their corresponding (taf_register()) calls. In addition, all R bits are set (through taf_setRdy() calls), indicating that information required to evaluate their TAF is ready.

### 4.2 Dynamic Data Dependency Tracking

Data-dependent access patterns use values stored in primary arrays to compute the indices for secondary arrays. This requires capturing the relationship between thread indices and primary array values. However, if not carefully done, the overhead involved in tracking primary array values can grow proportional to the array size, e.g., consider a data-dependent access B[A[tid]]. Here, the index of array B accessed by thread tid is A[tid]. To track the indices of B accessed by a given threadblock TB, all A[tid], tid ∈ TB need to be tracked. This overhead exacerbates in case of nested data-dependent accesses.

Instead of tracking the relationship between primary array values and their indices and later relating thread IDs to these indices, we can reformulate the problem as directly tracking the primary array values referenced by every threadblock or group of threadblocks. This problem is similar to the one faced in file systems. A file system directory also faces the challenge of tracking disk block IDs pertaining to individual files while keeping the overhead small to reduce file system wastage. The XFS file system [50] specifically uses extents for managing space. An extent corresponds to one or more adjacent blocks on the disk. Instead of tracking each individual block using bitmaps or a linked allocation, a B+ tree of extents is maintained to indicate which blocks belong to a file or the free list.

**Extent Table** We propose an extent-based mechanism inspired by XFS to capture the values stored in primary arrays without enduring overhead proportional to the array size. Instead of a tree, we use an extent table (ET) per primary array, organized as a list of extents stored in memory as shown in Fig 8a. Since GPUs perform scheduling and mapping at threadblock granularity, we track the primary array values for each threadblock or threadblock group. An extent captures the ranges of values in the primary array accessed by the threads in one threadblock or threadblock group. Extents contain a valid byte and the tuple of minimum and maximum values stored. To limit storage overhead, we track primary array values using a single extent per threadblock. Stored value is inserted into the extent corresponding to the threadblock which will access the index into which the value is being stored. There is an extent table for every primary array to track the values stored, allowing TAFE to support nested input-data dependent access patterns, since the extent table of immediate primary array is sufficient for estimating the address footprint.

**Primary Array Tracking** The values stored in primary arrays have to be processed to populate the extent table appropriately. This can be done either by re-reading the primary arrays prior to kernel launch or by overloading their initialization and avoiding additional loads. The approach involving re-reading primary arrays requires 1) iterating across all the thread IDs in the GPU kernel, 2) computing the TAF relations to obtain the indices accessed by each thread, and 3) loading the elements from the indices and inserting them into their corresponding extent. In case of thread ID-dependent primary array, the range of array indices accessed by every threadblock (or threadblock group) is calculated using the attributes from the APD entry and kernel launch parameters. For data-dependent primary arrays, the mapping between threadblock IDs and range of indices accessed by them is present in the extent entries of their nested primary array. Re-reading of primary arrays can be performed as part of taf_setRdy() calls before the secondary array is even initialized. Re-reading of primary arrays can be done on the host CPU or by exploiting parallelism (using an additional kernel) on the GPU itself. The latter also supports cases when primary arrays are initialized on the GPU.

Alternatively, primary array stores can be overloaded to track the stored values without the need for re-reading values from memory. On every overloaded store, this will require 1) computing the array element index into which the value is stored, 2) computing the inverse TAF relation to obtain the index to threadblock mapping, and 3) inserting the value into the corresponding threadblock extent. Array element indices can be computed using their base address and element size (from APD entries). Inverse TAF computation, by contrast, is more complex and can only be evaluated if the TAF relation is invertible, i.e., each primary array index is accessed by a single threadblock. If the TAF relation is non-invertible, we track only one of the threadblocks and other accesses will be false negatives when using overloading. Inverse TAF computation otherwise depends on the access pattern of the primary array. On every store, the element offset (primary array index) is compared against
the range of array indices corresponding to each threadblock. For thread ID-dependent primary arrays, the range of array indices accessed can be computed from attributes in the APD entry. By contrast for data-dependent primary arrays, the required indices are present in the nested extent entries. On a match, the threadblock ID is selected. This approach works, but results in considerable overhead since the array indices for each threadblock or group need to be computed and compared against the element offset. This penalty scales with the number of threadblocks or groups.

In either case of re-reading or overloading, the stored values are inserted by checking against the extent corresponding to the determined threadblock (or threadblock group) to see if its range already encompasses the value. If not, the extent is expanded accordingly. APD entries of primary arrays contain the starting address of the corresponding threadblock’s extent, e.g. threadblock 0.

Edges[4-7] Indices for Edges[4-7] and Edges[0-3] threadblock’s range. Threadblocks 0 and 1 will access the end of a threadblock’s range is determined by the start of the next extent (i.e., Nodes[0-1] or Nodes[2-3]) call for primary arrays, the framework populates the primary array’s base and limit address, element size, access type and a pointer (APD entry pointer for TID_DEF or extent pointer otherwise) into a hardware comparator table. If the primary array itself has a nested data-dependent access pattern, the Extnt Ptr of the nested, second-level primary array is also stored. APD entries of primary arrays can be pinned into the cache until kernel launch as part of array registrations for faster access. A single table entry can be reused for tracking multiple primary arrays as long as their initialization is not interleaved, i.e. sequential. An entry is reserved during the registration call of primary array and freed again as a part of the secondary array’s taf_setRdy() call. If initializations are not sequential, the size of the comparator table determines the maximum number of primary arrays that can be tracked simultaneously in the system. Our results show that tracking 2 primary arrays is sufficient for the benchmarks evaluated.

Populated extent tables after initialization of Nodes and Edges arrays in the Bfs example are shown in Fig. 8b, assuming each threadblock consists of 2 threads accessing 2 elements of Nodes (i.e., THREADBLOCK_SIZE in Listing 1 is 2). Since threadblock 0 will access Nodes[0-1], its first extent in the Nodes table covers the value range (0, 2). Similarly, threadblock 1 accesses Nodes[2-3] with extent (4, 6). Values in Nodes in turn determine the starting indices of the indirect ranges that threadblocks access in Edges, where the end of a threadblock’s range is determined by the start of the next threadblock’s range. Threadblocks 0 and 1 will access Edges[0-3] and Edges[4-7] resulting in extents (0, 3) and (4, 9), respectively. Indices for Cost are determined by the minimum and maximum value of the corresponding threadblock’s extent, e.g. threadblock 0 and 1 will be assumed to access Cost[0-3] and Cost[4-9]. Since the values stored in Edges[4-7] are not continuous (see Fig. 5), it results in false positives (Cost[6] and Cost[7]).

This block computes the inverse TAF to determine the correct ET entry to be updated. As described previously, this requires computing the index ranges for each threadblock and matching them against the primary array index. In order to reduce the overhead, we exploit the fact that primary array initialization is mostly performed sequentially (within a loop). This means that the threadblock accessing the index on which a store is performed will mostly be the same as that of the previous store. Further,
if ( threadIdx.x >= i * 4 + j & threadIdx.x <= BLOCKSIZE - i - 2) {
    idx = blockIdx.x * sbcols + threadIdx.x + cols * (start + i);
    result[threadIdx.x] = shortest + gpuWall[idx - b];
}

Listing 2: Control divergence example (Pathfinder).

we assume that the subsequent primary array indices are accessed by threadblocks in incremental order, i.e. the indices accessed by a threadblock are larger than those accessed by preceding threadblocks (e.g. in TID\_DEP, INDIR\_RANGE primary access patterns). This avoids the need of iterating across all threadblocks. We use a single-entry history buffer capable of storing one range of array indices (extent) and its corresponding threadblock ID. On the first store to a primary array, the range of array indices are computed for the first threadblock (or threadblock group). In case of a thread ID-dependent primary array, its APD entry is first loaded and the attributes from the APD entry are used to calculate the range indices. For a data-dependent array, the extent of its nested primary array is loaded (using the extent pointer from comparator metadata) to obtain the indices. The range of indices and the thread-block ID are inserted into the history buffer. On subsequent stores, the primary index is compared against the entry in the history buffer. If it is a hit, the matching overhead is avoided. On a miss, the threadblock ID is incremented and a new range of indices is computed and compared against the element offset before being updated in history buffer. In our experiments, we observe a >99% history buffer hit rate thereby significantly reducing the overhead.

Extent Table Insertion Finally, the threadblock ID, primary array extent pointer along with value being stored are passed to an extent table insertion block, where the value is inserted into the appropriate entry within the extent table of the primary array. A write-combining buffer is used to merge writes to the same extent reducing the cache transactions.

4.4 Discussion

Benchmarks often have unique access patterns that will lead to estimation inaccuracies when capturing them with our framework. In the following, we discuss some of such application characteristics. While modifying source code is always a solution, we present possible approximations.

Section 3 describes access patterns directly supported by our current TAFE framework. As mentioned there, other patterns can be approximated using a combination of supported patterns to achieve the tightest possible fit. Patterns can be over- or under-approximated depending on the use-case requirements, e.g. to capture non-linear relations in linear form. Consider an access pattern \( A[\text{tid} \times 4 + j + i \times N], 0 \leq j < 4, 0 \leq i < I \). The tightest fit can be achieved by under-approximating this relation as \( \{\text{tid} \times 4 + i \times N \mid 0 \leq i < N\} \). Patterns like \( A[\text{tid} \times N], \) where \( N_i > N \) is the total threads in the kernel, can be represented as thread ID dependent relation of the form \( \{\text{tid} \times i \cdot (-N) \mid 0 \leq i < \left( N_i / N\right)\} \). Evaluating this relation will result in underflow of indices/addresses, which are filtered by TAFE using Base and Limit APD entries.

Our current implementation supports loop structures, but only in thread-ID dependent accesses at level 0. Branching behavior with control divergence can be over-approximated by capturing relations for all possible branches. Listing 2 shows an example from the Pathfinder benchmark, where result and gpuWall are only accessed by some threads. We over-estimate this access by registering the TID\_DEP patterns in the branch unconditionally for all threads.

In the worst case, unsupported patterns require marking the entire array as part of the footprint. To achieve higher accuracy, TAFE APIs can be extended to natively incorporate additional patterns, including non-linear and multi-input relations, more complex nesting dependencies or loop control structures in nested levels.

Applications with multiple kernels are currently supported in TAFE by tracking the access patterns of the entire application as a whole in a single APD. This can accurately capture the individual kernel patterns if they have the same threadblock and grid dimensions. Applications consisting of kernels with varying dimensions (e.g. \( \text{Lud} \)) can be approximated by either identifying a threadblock and grid dimension that allows non-contradictory mappings across kernels or using the dominant kernel dimensions. Alternatively, TAFE can be extended to support kernels with different dimensions by tracking each kernel separately (requires an APD per kernel). Our current TAFE implementation also has some limitations beyond accuracy effects. Obtaining TAFs requires primary arrays to be initialized before and not modified during kernel execution. Furthermore, our proposed optional hardware tracking currently only supports nested primary array accesses with a single TID\_DEP pattern or INDIR\_RANGE pattern using the same starting and ending arrays and hence cannot support arbitrary nested accesses.

5 Optimizations using TAFs

The OS/runtime takes the APD and ET information to evaluate the TAF relations and compute the TAFs for different kernel data structures. Given the estimated TAFs, the OS/runtime can determine the set of array indices (in other words, addresses) accessed by each threadblock during the memory allocation phase itself. Based on this information, the runtime or hardware can perform optimizations, e.g. data/compute co-location, cache/scratchpad memory management. In this paper, we evaluate the benefit of using TAFs for co-locating threadblocks/pages in NUMA GPU systems.

5.1 Threadblock Mapping

Prior work has shown that mapping contiguous threadblocks within SMs benefits locality [41]. However, for multi-dimensional kernel grids, to capture maximum locality, threadblocks accessing the closest array elements should be mapped together. For thread ID-dependent arrays, we map threadblocks in row-, column- or depth-major order depending on the relative step size defined by block ID coefficients along x, y and z dimensions. Threadblocks are equally divided across SMs for load-balancing. Since most applications have similar trends across different arrays, the decision can be made based on the array registered first. Data is later mapped/allocated to complement the determined threadblock mapping.

If data is already mapped before threadblock mapping is decided (e.g. threadblock remapping across multiple kernel calls), threadblocks should be mapped to the module containing pages accessed by them. The module to which a page is mapped can be identified from its physical address, requiring a address translation per page or OS support as done in [51]. Using the page mapping and TAFs, appropriate threadblocks can be co-located with their data-pages. For kernels with data-dependent arrays, extent entries provide the range of indices accessed by each threadblock. This information
can be used to find groups of threadblocks with maximum locality. However, this incurs higher extent table size (proportional to threadblock count). Alternatively, a specific order (e.g. x-dimension first) can be selected, allowing the runtime to determine the exact threadblocks mapped to each module. The primary array values now can be tracked per module instead of every threadblock, reducing the extent table size overhead (proportional to the number of modules). However, using such coarse grain tracking would mean relying solely on data mapping to reduce off-chip accesses.

5.2 Data Allocation and Mapping

Once the threadblock mapping has been determined (coefficient-based or pre-selected), the runtime uses estimated TAFs to allocate memory to modules while reducing off-chip data movement. This requires computing TAFs and performing page allocation before arrays are initialized on the host CPU as doing otherwise would require remapping of pages, which defeats the purpose of optimizing the mapping before kernel launch. TAFE supports TAFE estimation and optimal page mapping prior to host initialization as all the required information is available during taf_setRdy() calls.

Since the focus of this work is not on data partitioning heuristic, we use a straightforward allocation algorithm. If a page is accessed by only one module, it is allocated in that specific module. If a page is accessed by multiple modules, it is mapped to the module with the shortest distance to all other accessing modules. All page mappings are subject to memory capacity restrictions. A qualitative measure of temporal locality can easily be passed to TAFE by the user as in [55]. Since the mapping and allocation is done during a runtime call, it allows different partitioning and mapping schemes of varying complexity to be employed [19, 28, 29, 33].

6 Evaluation

We evaluate TAFE for 2 different NUMA GPU system configurations: 1) A multi-GPU/chiplet system with identical modules interconnected by off-chip links and 2) a heterogeneous multi-chiplet module (MCM) configuration representing recently proposed exascale node architectures (Fig. 10) [38, 47, 54]. The configurations consist of a host CPU and GPU with unified memory distributed across interconnected modules. Details of our simulated configurations are provided in Table 3. We use gem5-gpu [46] (VI_hammer_fusion) for simulating our system. We augmented the CUDA runtime to include APIs required by TAFE. Support for the new APIs and for TAFE hardware modifications are made in the simulator. We model an APD with 16 entries, extent tables with 1 extent per threadblock, and a comparator table with 2 entries. The memory allocated by the application is uniformly distributed across HMC stacks.

We evaluated TAFE for 12 applications mostly from the Rodinia nocopy [17] benchmark suite. The list of applications including lines of code (LOC) added for TAFE annotations and storage overhead of TAFE metadata (APD and extent tables) are shown in Table 4. The applications are written/compiled in CUDA v3.2. Rodix sort [24] is executed the prefix sum in the host machine instead of the GPU. The applications are annotated with the TAFE API calls to obtain the required information while maintaining the original functionality. Except for over-approximations to capture control divergence in Hotspot, Lud and Pathfinder (with 1, 4 and 1 instances, respectively), all patterns encountered in benchmarks are directly supported by TAFE. Results are obtained by running each application (in addition to all host CPU instructions prior to first kernel launch) for 1B GPU instructions or to completion, whichever occurs first.

6.1 Address Footprint Accuracy

The primary purpose of TAFE is to estimate address footprints accurately prior to kernel launch. We begin by studying the accuracy with which TAFE is able to estimate the address footprints for different benchmarks. Evaluated benchmarks are not affected by limitations of hardware-assisted tracking. As such, software- and hardware-based tracking have the same accuracy. Fig. 11 shows TAFE accuracy in form of a color map for Exascale node configuration. NN has a very similar color map as Bfs-1M and Spmv-ser have similar characteristics as Bfs-1M and Spmv-in respectively and are omitted for space reasons. For every combination of page and module, we show when TAFE correctly estimated whether a page is actually accessed by a module (true-pos, shown in black) or not (true-neg, shown in white). We also show pages that were accessed but that TAFE captured otherwise (false-neg, shown in red),
Figure 11: TAF tracking accuracy.

Figure 12: TAF estimation accuracy.

and pages not accessed but tracked by TAFE as accessed (false-pos, shown in yellow). The first 2 categories indicate correct tracking by TAFE, while the latter 2 indicate wrong tracking.

It can be seen that for most benchmarks, TAFE is able to track the address footprint accurately, including those with data-dependent accesses. The quantitative distribution of TAFE’s estimation accuracy by access patterns for configuration 1 is further summarized in Fig. 12. TAFE has on average 91% accurate estimations across all benchmarks. In data-dependent benchmarks, TAFE can estimate TAFs with on average 1.5% (and up to 8%) error. Most errors are due to conservative over-estimation under control divergence (Pathfinder, Hotspot) or limits of extent-based data tracking (Cfd, Spmv-in). Lud has a significant incorrect estimations because it has multiple kernel calls with varying launch parameters and control divergence over memory accesses, which does not accurately map to the patterns currently supported by TAFE.

We measured the average value sparsity across indirectly (INDIR) accessed array indices for irregular graph and sparse matrix benchmarks. The value sparsity $1 - \frac{\text{Num. indices accessed}}{\text{Max. index value} - \text{Min. index value}}$ for Bfs-1M, Bfs-4M, Spmv-in and Spmv-ser is 0.98, 0.99, 0.95 and 0.99, respectively. Note that TAFE accuracy ultimately depends on the granularity at which TAFs are requested. TAFE achieves high accuracy at page/module granularity for sparse applications since the probability that at least one word from each page within the range will be accessed is high, resulting in a near-contiguous range.

6.2 TAFE Overhead

In this section, we discuss the overhead of implementing TAFE. Estimating TAFs for thread ID-dependent access patterns can be done using static annotations and incurs overhead of API calls and memory space to store the APD table. Data-dependent access patterns can be tracked either in software or using optional hardware as described in Section 4. For software, we use re-reading of immediate primary arrays to process the values stored. This approach is more flexible and avoids limitations of inverse TAF computations. We evaluate overhead of software tracking in the host CPU or GPU and hardware-assisted tracking in the CPU.

Table 5 summarizes the cost for TAFE hardware support. We use McPAT [35] to estimate the area overhead to be 2% of an Alpha21364 reference host core. Existing prefetcher components can be shared with TAFE tracking logic to further reduce the hardware overhead. CPU prefetchers [18, 59] already include hardware for tracking cache accesses, functional units for computing prefetch addresses and issue loads. Note that TAFE hardware overhead is independent of the number of SMs and data size, and the information obtained can be reused for different optimizations. The 3 stages for tracking stores (comparator table, inverse TAF and ET insertion) can happen in parallel to cache accesses and can be pipelined to support best-case throughput of 1 store per cycle on history buffer hits. Only one extra arbiter delay is added on the critical path of cache accesses. In rare cases of history buffer misses, the tracking pipeline and cache accesses need to be stalled until the miss is served. We assume an inverse TAF miss delay of 20 cycles for our evaluations.
Table 5: TAFE hardware costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparator</td>
<td>68 B</td>
<td>4 CMP, 1 ADD, 1 SHIFT</td>
<td>1 cyc. (2 pipeline stages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse TAF</td>
<td>133 B</td>
<td>2 MUL, 2 ADD, 1 counter, 1 CMP</td>
<td>Millions: 8 cyc. + load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ET Insertion</td>
<td>34 B</td>
<td>2 CMP, 1 ADD</td>
<td>1 cyc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline</td>
<td>76 B</td>
<td>control/stall logic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13: TAFE runtime overhead.

Fig. 13 compares the TAFE overhead when implemented in software within the host CPU (TAFE-SW-CPU) or GPU (TAFE-SW-GPU) and when using optional hardware support in the host CPU (TAFE-HW-CPU) for exascale node configuration. Overhead is compared against host CPU runtime without TAFE. For thread ID-dependent benchmarks that do not require primary array tracking, both hardware and software versions of TAFE incur the same small overhead for API calls. For data-dependent benchmarks, TAFE-SW-GPU in experiences larger overhead (up to 43%) for many benchmarks (Bfs-1M, Cfd, RD) due to the inability of the host CPU to hide the latency. TAFE-SW-GPU has low overhead (3% on average and max. of 10%) for most cases, indicating that TAFE-SW-GPU is an efficient and also more flexible approach to track primary array values. TAFE-HW-CPU allows transparent tracking and incurs the lowest overhead (2% on average), but requires extra hardware.

6.3 TAFE-Based Optimizations

We further study the benefits of utilizing TAFE for data/thread co-location for both system configurations. We model page co-location with compute by swapping pages prior to writing data rather than modifying memory allocation to ensure all untracked pages are in their default locations. We compare our framework against a Base configuration that has no knowledge about data/thread locality and uses the default threadblock scheduling and page mapping. Furthermore, we evaluate the benefits of tracking data-dependent access patterns (Bfs-1M, Cfd, Spmv-in, Radix, Bfs-4M and Spmvser) by comparing against a TAFE-TID scheme, which only tracks static, thread ID-dependent access patterns. This is similar to prior work [55]. In TAFE-TID, data-dependent data structures are treated as being accessed by all modules.

Off-Chip Link Traffic Fig. 14 shows the off-chip link traffic across different benchmarks normalized against Base for both configurations. The off-chip link traffic is the total amount of data moved across all off-chip (inter-module) links during the course of the application. As expected, the overall traffic decreases due to improved mapping. On average, TAFE reduces the off-chip link traffic by by 33% (up to 80%) for the multi-GPU/-chiplet and 23% (and up to 62%) for exascale node configuration. In data-dependent benchmarks, TAFE reduces traffic by 34% and 24% on average while TAFE-TID reduces it by 13% and 10%, respectively.

Warp Memory-Load Latency Fig. 15 compares the average time taken by a warp-instruction reading global memory to complete (all 32 thread requests must complete) for both configurations. For the multi-GPU/-chiplet case, both TAFE and TAFE-TID achieve similar reduction in warp memory-load latency (on average 21%), but in some cases TAFE-TID achieves higher reduction than TAFE (e.g. Bfs-1M, Cfd). This is because the latency is dominated by on-chip accesses for such cases. For exascale node system, TAFE-TID reduces warp memory-load latency by 29% on average while TAFE reduces it by 36%. In data-dependent benchmarks, TAFE-TID and TAFE achieve 16% and 30% reduction, respectively.

Performance Fig. 16 shows the average SM IPC across different benchmarks normalized against the Base case for both configurations. On an average, TAFE provides 45% (up to 2.1x) and 32% (and up to 2x) IPC improvement for multi-GPU/-chiplet and exascale node cases, respectively. This improvement is both because of fewer off-chip accesses and lower off-chip link congestion. In multi-GPU/-chiplet case, TAFE achieves on avg. 16% (up to 32%) higher performance than TAFE-TID for data-dependent benchmarks, while it performs 22% (up to 31%) better than TAFE-TID in exascale node case. The improvement is lower in multi-GPU/-chiplet system because the off-chip accesses have lower performance impact due to the smaller number of distributed modules.

7 Related work

Many prior works have investigated data/thread co-location, shared memory management, compiler analysis or programmer annotations to optimize data/thread locality.

A wide range of programming languages have been proposed to allow explicit expression of locality [13, 15, 16, 22, 36, 49, 53, 58]. Such approaches require the programmers to be familiar with a new language and re-write the application. By contrast, TAFE can be applied over existing programming models, requiring programmers to only provide simple hints on how existing data structures are accessed without affecting the functionality of the application.

Several works have proposed means to allow programmers to provide hints about access patterns. [55] presents a way to express data locality within applications. The authors propose descriptors consisting of C-tiles and D-tiles to let programmers explicitly specify the inter- and intra-thread locality, which is then utilized to perform data and compute mapping for NUMA systems. Similarly, [14] presents user-level APIs allowing the programmer to specify access patterns. These works are able to capture static, thread ID-dependent accesses, but they do not support complex dynamic, data-dependent accesses. While TAFE also relies on programmer annotated APIs, it does not require explicit mapping and data sharing information from programmer like [55] and can capture dynamic data-dependent access patterns. [48] handles specific complex access patterns using an index mapper that performs analyses by re-reading the entire primary data structure. This solution was proposed for discrete GPU systems, where reloading primary array by the host will result only in local accesses. However, such an approach will incur significant overhead in systems with unified memory architectures, limiting scalability. TAFE can handle a wider range of access patterns precisely with little overhead even for unified memory architecture systems.

Many prior works [21, 40, 42, 44, 52] use compiler annotations or hardware profiling to dynamically move pages in NUMA systems. Re-mapping pages at kernel execution time becomes infeasible as
the system size scales. TAFE allows appropriately mapping pages during data allocation and does not rely on dynamic re-mapping of pages. [26] proposes a data mapping solution for discrete memory systems where the access patterns are profiled to identify the mapping, and data copy to device memory is delayed for that duration. Such a solution cannot be applied in systems with unified memory between host and device (like in [54]). TAF enables deciding the optimal/near-optimal mapping just-in-time during data allocation, and is therefore applicable to systems with both unified and discrete memory. Similarly, compiler and runtime support to allow thread remapping at runtime has been proposed [10, 32, 51]. But like dynamic page re-mapping, re-mapping GPU threadblocks during kernel execution incurs overhead and will limit the scalability.

Prior works [34, 37, 43] have proposed compiler analysis but unlike TAFE they don’t support data-dependent accesses.

8 Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we target the problem of estimating, in a scalable manner, the relationship between threads and both static, data-independent and dynamic, data-dependent addresses accessed by them prior to kernel launches in GPGPU systems. We introduce the concept of thread address footprints (TAFs) and TAF relations as a means to concisely represent this relationship. We propose TAFE, a framework for evaluating TAF relations and estimating TAFs. Our framework constructs TAF relations using a combination of static attributes and dynamic data dependencies collected through application code and dependency tracking. We show that dynamic data dependencies can be tracked in GPU software with low overhead and further provide an optional hardware extention to capture data-dependencies. The TAFs can be used by an OS/runtime to compute TAFs prior to kernel launch. We evaluate TAFE’s accuracy and demonstrate its benefits by using TAF information for data/threadblock co-location for multiple NUMA GPU system configurations. However, TAFE’s benefits are not limited to aforementioned optimizations. Address footprints can also be used for other optimizations like prefetching pages in unified, e.g. CUDA-managed memory systems, transformations of irregular patterns into regular remote memory accesses via local page caching, or reducing coherency traffic [12, 55, 60]. Our evaluations show that TAFE achieves 91% estimation accuracy across all benchmarks. Moreover, TAFE can accurately track data-dependent access patterns (only 1.5% average error) while incurring low (3%) overhead. Performing page/threadblocking mapping using TAFE improves performance by 45% and 32%. For data-dependent applications, TAFE assisted mapping can achieve 10% and 22% speedup compared to data-independent schemes across different configurations.
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